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	Enhancing a Tradition of Success





	We take great satisfaction from the fact that more than 100,000 students have learned

	college algebra or precalculus from a Barnett Series textbook. Ray Barnett is one of

	the masters of college textbook writing. His central approach is proven and remains

	effective for today’s students.





	The third edition of Precalculus: Graphs and Models has benefited greatly from

	the numerous contributions of new coauthor Dave Sobecki of Miami University Hamilton.

	Dave brings a fresh approach to the material and many good suggestions for

	improving student accessibility. Every aspect of the revision focuses on making the

	text more relevant to students, while retaining the precise presentation of the mathematics

	for which the Barnett name is renowned.





	Specifically we concentrated on the areas of writing, worked examples, exercises,

	technology, and design. Based on numerous reviews, advice from expert consultants,

	and direct correspondence with many users of previous editions, we feel that this edition

	is more relevant than ever before. We hope you will agree.
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Sams Teach Yourself Shell Programming in 24 Hours (2nd Edition)Sams Publishing, 2002

	In recent years, the UNIX operating system has seen a huge boost in its popularity, especially
	with the emergence of Linux. For programmers and users of UNIX, this comes as no
	surprise: UNIX was designed to provide an environment that’s powerful yet easy to use.


	One of the main strengths of UNIX is that it comes with a...
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Financial Accounting: An Introduction to Concepts, Methods and Uses (Available Titles CengageNOW)South-Western College, 2009

	Ideal for graduate, MBA, and higher-level undergraduate programs, FINANCIAL ACCOUNTING: AN INTRODUCTION TO CONCEPTS, METHODS, AND USES presents both the basic concepts underlying financial statements and the terminology and methods that allows the reader to interpret, analyze, and evaluate actual corporate financial statements. Fully...
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Adaptive Control Approach for Software Quality Improvement (Series on Software Engineering & Knowledge Engineering)World Scientific Publishing, 2011


	The expansion of our reliance on software in many aspects of modern society

	has coincided with a number of incidents in aeronautics, astronautics,

	transportation, medical devices, energy generation, banking and finance.

	Failures caused by software have introduced more than just inconvenience,

	but significant property damage,...
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Microsoft Windows Shell Script Programming for the Absolute BeginnerCourse Technology PTR, 2003
If you are new to programming with Windows Shell Script and are looking for a solid introduction, this is the book for you. Developed by computer science instructors, books in the For the Absolute Beginner series teach the principles of programming through simple game creation. You will acquire the skills that you need for more...
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Expert Scripting and Automation for SQL Server DBAsApress, 2016

	As the ratio of DBAs to supported instances and supported databases continues to drop, DBAs must look

	to automation, to allow them to continue to improve or, in some cases, even offer the same level of service

	to the business as they have historically. This book attempts to give DBAs the tools they need to implement

	strategic...
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Business Creativity: Breaking the Invisible BarriersPalgrave Macmillan, 2005

Many companies and organizations have found it difficult to develop creative skills. The authors argue that while individuals have inherent creativity there are a number of assassins or barriers that block individual creative development. This bold new approach to creativity enhancement will focus upon how to remove barriers and create...
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